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The rapid, pace at which societal changes have occurred in our culture
has presented a tremendous challenge to higher education. A. major attempt

to meet this challenge has been the Tomorrow's Higher Education (THE) Project
(IHE - phase I, Brova - 1972; phase II, 1974). The goal of the THE Project is

to reconceptualize student affairs work in a way that will provide a measure of

creative input from the student affairs profession toward the shaping of post-

secondary education for the future (IIIE - phase II, 1974).

As a student development specialist/person, I identify my own counseling/

life style. as Experiential-Gestalt and clearly recognize hcm,Experiential-
Gestalt philosophy and process can contribute to the goals presented by the

THE Project and facilitate the student development specialist in fulfilling

their functions.

In this paper, I will briefly review the concepts of student development,

specifically those which are summarized by the THE Project Statement (1974).

Then I will offer a brief review of Experiential-Gestalt Therapy, relating the

concepts to the THE Project Statemedt. A section is then devoted to the

Student IkvelopmehtSpecialist As APIodel utilizing the skills and behavior

rap st And finally, specific Pxperiential-

Gestalt methods will be explored that I have found useful when facilitating

the development of college students.

jt-:jStudentlDeve'oTHE"Proect

In developing a need for a student development model, Brown ( 972) says
iasthat higher education must respond differently than it has in the t if it

is going to respond adequately to the challenge that changes in society and

student life represent. "In reviewing the current literature poiniing in the

direction of student development, there exist many challenges.andisuggestions.

It has been clearly stated that student personnel must expand to meet the

needs and challenges to today's. students (Brown, 1972; Chapman, 1969; Hurst 4

Ivey, 1971; Kaufman, 1970; Manion, Thurston, 4 Gulden, 1970; Shaffer, 1967;

ShAdan, 1968; Williamson, 1970)(Witchel, 1973, pp. 13-14)."

"An emphasis is being placed on a "proactive" approach tohUman development

(Foulds 4 (uinan, 1969, 1970; Hurst 4 Ivey, 1971; Witchel, 1972), stressing

the facilitation'of growth, learning, and human relations (Carmuttee on the

Student in Higher Education, 1968; Hurst 4 Ivey, 1971; Ivey FT Hbrrill, 1970;

Knott, 1971; 01TAnion, Thurston, 4 Widen, 1970; Wrenn 1970) and using the

IN skills of the behavioral sciences (Canmittee on the FtUdent in Higher Education,

I" 1968; Grant, 1968;. Hurst 4 Ivey, 1971; Lloyd-Jones, 1966; Cl'Ean on, Thurston,

1/
... & Gulden, 1970)(Witchel, 1973, p. 14)."
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Grant and others, while worldng with the Cotmcil of Student Personnel

Associations Commission on Professional Development (1971), provided It student

developient philosophy of education. The basic points of this statement are:

Hunan beings seek to function more and more fully in
crder to increase their capabilities of interacting as

epals with their physical and human envirorinents.

The: +r g.al L self-directed behavior. Education is an

institution 1:vciety'Lesigned to stimulate and

facilitate the:total development of each individual
so that his .personal actions and reactions are

fully-effective and efficient . . . . The heart of

the educational institution is the educator who

,
:has achieved or is achieving a,high personal
and. professional development and thus can serve

as an instructor and model for stunts seeking

a similar area and level of development . .

Student development educators apply their
compete= especially to the process of growth in ,

collaboration with students and _other educators (p. 2).

The "THE" Project (1974) presents the concept of student development as

the integration of the cognitiVe mastery of knowledge with the development of

persons along such dimensions .as cultural awareness, development of a value

system,. self-awareness, interpersonal skills, and cammity,responsibility.

The "1111E" Project's view of student deVelopnent includes students, faculty,
and staff all of whom are ,involved in the process of learning and developing

as human beings. "the viable student development program takes students wherever

they are, developmentally, at the moment and facilitates growth for the future

(ME, 1974)."
1

The THE Model encourages a competency based approach to staffing.

Competencies necessary to create an atmosphere for optimal student and. insti-

tutional growth are goal setting, assessment and strategies for, student development,

(teaching, consultation, and milieu management). These ccopetenhes will be
more fully described as they are related to bcperiential-Gestalt concepts.

(See "TIC" Statement, 1974, for a very complete picture of this model.)

In summary, I believe- that the goal of Student Development is the

facilitation of "Self- aware, self-directing" human beings. fly perception of

Experiential- Gestalt therapy /living, includes "self-awareness and self-direction"

as its primary goals. Hopefully the integration of Experiential-Gestalt methods

with the intentions of Student Develrpment will became clear as you continue

reading.

Experiential-Gestalt Therapy and "IHE"

Experiential-Gestalt therapy combines Gestalt-awareness techniques

(i.e. focusing or attending to present awareness of self, including feelings

and body sensations, and environment; using fantasy and dreams) (Perls, et. al.,

3



1951; Stevens, 1971), the individual focus or hot seat workshop model of
Fritz Penis (1969), and experiential psychotherapy methods (Gendlin, 1973;
ICenpier, 1967; Whitaker & Nhlone, 1953), focusing strongly on the on-going
relationship between the therapist (student development specialist) and client
(student or other person).

Following are 5,00 basic principles of Experiential-Gestalt therapy. I

will relate these basi... concepts to aspects of-the THE. Project Statement -

1. Awareness: A major ingredient of Experiential- Gestalt thera0 is
my awareness experience. There are three ways to focus awareness -
awareness of my present inside world'(i.eii I'm aware of breathing, tens
moving, laughing, hurting, and other inner events); awareness of my present
environment (i.e., I'm aware of seeing, hearing, tasting, touching, and sensin
the world around me); awareness cf i=judinz ill mental activity
beyond present on-going experience (i.e.,,imagita4.g, thinking, guessihg,
planning, predicting, remembering the past, anticipating the future). A
healthy person will experience a flow between these kinds of awareness rather
than get stuck with only one.

Some of the key dimensions of Student development are "self - determination ",

"self - direction ", and "fully developed persons". Learning to be aware of my

experience is a first step towards self-directedness". The degree to which
.I an able to be aware of my self (needs, feelings, fantasies) will allow me
to make personal assessmenti7i7 set goals; which in turn will facilitate me

in becoming a fully developed person.

2. The here-and-now - paying attention to what is happening in the
present rather than the remembered past or anticipated future, is an encouraged
aspect of the Experiential-Gestalt therapy. Being aware of my own here-and-now .

behavior (including body movement, fantasies) offers me messages and knowledge
about what I an doing, what I may want,, and hOw I may be stopping myself
from feeling better. The future and past may be brought into the present through
the use of fantasy. According to the Student Development model, the viable
program takes students wherever they are at the moment; assessing a student

at their present developmental level.

3. I-and-thou - Experiential-Gestalt therapy involves the interaction

of at least two personst- me and you. I pay attention to my awareness of
me and how I experience you, and share this with you, hopefully, you will do
the same with me. Together, by'each of us saying and doing those things

which are pertinent to our needs, we will discover new possibilities towards
increasing our potentials., The Student Development Ibdel suggests more person-
to-peimft, rather than teacher-to-student relationships. All persons in the

academic community are in the process of developing and "colleague-type"
relationships will better facilitate personal growth. I will describe how

the student development specialist serves as a valuable model (in an I-and-
thou relationship) later in this paper.

4
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4. Whole person - Experiential- Gestalt therapy recognizes that a person
works as a whole, rather than an entity split into dichotomies such as mind
and body, or thinking and feeling. My thoughts, feelings, bodily expressions,
fantasies and dreams are all interrelated and contribute to my "wholeness".
The Student Development Wel includes growth in all areas of personal development -
intellectual, personal-social, aesthetic, cultural and psychomotor dimensions.
"Cognitive and affec'::Tve development are considered essential to the educational
missions of post-secs_;': ry institutions (m, 1974)."

Mitchel (1974) ors a more complete review of Experiential - Gestalt
principles and practices.

Student Development Specialist As a Model

"The heat of the educationa.. inst:.tution is the Pducator who ,hai achieved
or is achieving a'high personal and professional development and thus can serve
as an instructor and model for students seeking a similar area and level
of development (COSPA Ca mission on Professional Development,- 1971, pg. 2)."

The literature has focused on the characteristics and future role of the

student development specialist. "She or he need to be flexible (Ivey $
1970; : , 1972), active (HurstA Ivey, 1971), autonomous (Silverman,
1971), aggressive (DISP4 1971), imaginative (Shaffer,- 1968), and a le

person acting as a role model embodying a technique (Rothman & Keen 1970)

(Mitchel, 1973, p. 15)." The Student Development Specialist can eas ly develop.-
a long list of "shoulds". I have seen some very competent professi IsiNewne
ineffective by creating an impossible task of being the "ideal" Student Develop-

ment Specialist.

Rules like theie are developed -

"I must always be a feeling person."

"I must always know how to handle any situation."

"I must always be a healthy model for students."

"I must always be a very creative person."

These are the same kind of rples-that counselors, including experiential-gestalt
therapists could trap themselves into creating.

My own "model" as both a student development specialist and experiential-
gestalt therapist is "to stop acting like a model and be a human being.". This
model involves my being who I an and sharing me in a genuine way. It is true

that I want to be as "creative...flexible...autonammi...competent...knowing"
as possible, and yet I know that to demand or t these qualities of myself

is unhealthy. To be human is to suaMand ., care, to cry, to be miserable,

to love, to be exuberant, to be interested as well as indifferent, to take

risks, nnd so an.

5
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If we as student development specialists want students to be aware of

and express their feelings then we need to share our feelings (i.e., hurt,
joy, sadness, anger, etc.) with students. If we want students to relate openly
and in healthy ways then our "person-to-person" relationships with students and
others need to be opfi,n and include our personal experience, and not respond

out of a "role". My'67vn relationships include disagreement as well as harmany,

anger and love, fun at tears! And at times I really don't want to be around

other people. If I ali_m myself to be who I am, then can I only serve as a 'model"
for students /persons wanting to be who they are or 'more fully developed persons."
A human paradox is when a student development specialist is facilitating students
to reach a point of development which he or she has not personally achieved.
An important part of my own model is that I an still discovering areas in
my own life that I need to graw in: I haven't and never will reach a point,
that I can say "I have achieved all of the growth that is possible forme."

The Experiential-Gestalt techniques to follow have been used both with
students and in workshops with student development specialists. Tome they
are more than techniques because I,discovered a great deal from utilizing these

methods in my own personal develepthent.

Experiential - Gestalt Experiments or Techniques

1. Use of the awareness continuum - the use of the,awareness continuum,

the "how" a experience, is absolutely basic to Experiential-Gestalt therapy.
Many of the Gestalt-awareness experiments direct a person to their awareness

continuum. The awareness continuum is an affective way to guiding an individual

to the firm bedrock of experience and away from the endleps verbalizations,

explanations, interpretations. Awareness of body feelings, sensations, and

perceptions constitutes our most certain - knowledge. Relying on information

provided in awareness is the best method of implementing Perls's dictum "lose

your mind and come to your senses." The experiment is simple; say statements

beginning with "Tight now I'm aware of . . ." and canplete the statement*.

I usually discover important information about my present situation when doing

this experiment.

. 2. "It" and "1" e - This experiment relates to the semantics of

responsibility and invo vement. My experience tells me that many persons
(including myself at times) refer to their bodies, acts, and behavicrs in the

third person, "it" language, for example "it is trembling" (referring to the

hand). I suggest to the person to change .'it is trembling" to "I am trembling",

which may allow him or her to identify more clearly with his/her trembling
self, and assume responsibility for self. Changing "it" to "I" is one example

of a Gestalt suggestion which allows me to more fully experience who I am and

assume responsibility for myself. Sane others are expressed by Foulds (1972,

pg. S1): "If and but are replaced by EA, I can't is replaced by I won't,

I feel by I an, ana-r feel guilty by I resent and'I demand. It anrgrire
changed taTTand verbs are substituted for nouns.Tffirrecairs shauld, outpl,

supposed to and have to are worked with in depth by-iiiking-th-Fpersoiito

verbalize his ratiailliltions."
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3. Reversals - a person is asked to experiment with the reversal of a

behavior fEBT-Eibr she calm:ally expresses. For example, a person ;who claims

to be shy and quiet is asked to "role-play" being a loud and extroverted person.

The person is asked to be'very sensitive to the experience and may discover

some new parts of self (i.e., may feel more comfortable than expected, as

well as enjoy being l'ud aid extroverted).

. 4. Gwyn. of - When conflicts appear, a person is asked to create

an actual-naibliiiiiiw=jEthe two components of self. The dialogue game can

be uses: WZ:IJUS pal__ of the body (i.e., right hand vs. left hand, louer

half of body vs. upper half), as well as be developed between the person and

some significant other, whether the significant other is present or not. The

person simply addresses the other person (in an empty chair) and creates a

dialogue in the here and now. Th:, 17pic..0,- starts with disagreement

and fighting, and ends with under.tan:ling an:t appreciation.

S. Playing the projection - A person looks around the room and picks

an object that stands out vividly. He or she then identifies with this Object,

i.e., making statements as if he or she were the object; describing it by

saying V.-instead of "it". Interesting knowledge occurs when using this
technique. An example is a person who identified with the drapes and reported

feeling very drab and "hanging around" most of the time. The person became

more aware of his own laziness and need to become more active.

6. Structured fantasy journeys - There are countless fantasies that

can be suggested to a person or group of people to experience. A person

can be asked to beam a rock, tree, bird, house, any animal, and so forth,

and to have an experience as that particular creature or object. Instructions

are given as follows, for example, "Close your eyes and imagine that you are a

tree notice what kind of tree you are and what kind of personality

you have as a tree (silence) . . . Iow notice your bark, are you hard, smooth

flakey, or what? (silence) . now, feel your roots, are they deep or are

they offering little support to you? (silence) . . . take a look at your

surroundings, what do you see, are you alone? (silence) . . . be back in this

roan when you're finished."

As a person shares his or her fantasy they are asked to speak in first

person, present tense as if the fantasy was taking place again. Most fantasies

can easily be related to personal behavior or characteristics. After describing

all or part of the fantasy, a person may simply be asked whether a part or parts

of the fantasy correlate with some aspect of themself; people familiar with the

process of working with their fantasies can usually make a quick connection

between their fantasy-self and real-self and discover something about their

present experience. College students really enjoy exploring fantasy and

dreamwork.

7. 'Dream work - In Gestalt therapy dreams are used to integrate, not

interpret. Perls called the dream the "Royal road to integration and is

an existential message of what's missing in our lives, what we avoid doing and

___living_(Perls, 1969, pg. 76)." Perls lets the person act out biz dream. Since

7
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he regards each part of the dream as a projection, each fragment of the dream
(i.e., person, prop, or mood) is considered an alienated part of the individual.

The person plays each part and an encounter ensues between the divided parts
(in first person, singular) frequently leading to new learning.

These have been the more valuable Experiential-Gestalt experiments
for me in workirg with college students dnd others. This has been an overview;

if you plan to utili%a sane of these experiments see -

1. Gestalt Therapy (Perls, Hefferline FT Goodman, 1951)

2. Awareness (Stevens, 1971)t a very complete source of awareness

experiments.

3. Dreams and Nightmares (Downinl, 4 rarmorstein, 1973)

4. Fantasy and Experiential-Gestalt Therapy (Mitchel, 1974; available

from author).

S. by doctoral dissertation (Mitchel, 1973) see references. An outline of

.10 week for-student development specilists-in-training,

using Expetiential-Gestalt methods.

Summary
C?

I have reviewed the concepts of student development, including the recent

"THP Statement. I offered a Ifrief review of Experiential-Gestalt therapy,

relating the concepts of the "THE" Statement. I also desdribed my personal

model as a student development specialist and Experiential-Gestalt experiments

that I have found useful when working with college students.

1
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